Effects of prismatic adaptation on balance and postural disorders in patients with chronic right stroke: protocol for a multicentre double-blind randomised sham-controlled trial
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Patients with right stroke lesion have postural and balance disorders, including weight-bearing asymmetry, more pronounced than patients with left stroke lesion. Spatial cognition disorders post-stroke, such as misperceptions of subjective straight-ahead and subjective longitudinal body axis, are suspected to be involved in these postural and balance disorders. Prismatic adaptation has showed beneficial effects to reduce visuomotor disorders but also an expansion of effects on cognitive functions, including spatial cognition. Preliminary studies with a low level of evidence have suggested positive effects of prismatic adaptation on weight-bearing asymmetry and balance after stroke. The objective is to investigate the effects of this intervention on balance but also on postural disorders, subjective straight-ahead, longitudinal body axis and autonomy in patients with chronic right stroke lesion.

Methods and analysis In this multicentre randomised double-blind sham-controlled trial, we will include 28 patients aged from 18 to 80 years, with a first right supratentorial stroke lesion at chronic stage (>12 months) and having a bearing >60% of body weight on the right lower limb. Participants will be randomly assigned to the experimental group (performing pointing tasks while wearing glasses shifting optical axis of 10 degrees towards the non-paretic lower limb) or to the control group (performing the same procedure while wearing neutral glasses without optical deviation). All participants will receive a 20 min daily session for 2 weeks in addition to conventional rehabilitation. The primary outcome will be the balance measured using the Berg Balance Scale. Secondary outcomes will include weight-bearing asymmetry and parameters of body sway during static posturographic assessments, as well as lateropulsion (measured using the Scale for Contraversive Pushing), subjective straight-ahead, longitudinal body axis and autonomy (measured using the Barthel Index).

Ethics and dissemination The study has been approved by the ethical review board in France. Findings will be submitted to peer-reviewed journals relative to rehabilitation or stroke.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Evidence of short-term and long-term effects of prismatic adaptation (PA) on balance and postural disorders in adult patients with right chronic stroke.
- To contribute to the understanding of effects of PA but also the influence of spatial reference frames on balance and postural disorders in patients with stroke.
- Using a multicentre randomised sham-controlled trial with blinding of assessors and patients and intention-to-treat analyses.
- A cheap intervention, easy to implement, with no adverse event known, and not requiring a high level of active participation from patients.

Trial registration number NCT03154138.

INTRODUCTION

Background Strokes frequently cause postural disorders, including a weight-bearing asymmetry (WBA) towards the non-paretic lower limb1,7 and a greater body sway4,6,9 during a standing posturographic assessment, but also an impaired body orientation with respect to gravity (known as lateropulsion)10–12. Patients also suffer from balance disorders9,13,14 limiting their level of activity and participation.15–18 They experience a greater number of falls.19–21 Gait and quality of life are both associated with balance,22–25 which underlines the importance of balance in patients who had a stroke.

After stroke, patients can also experience perturbations of spatial cognition. Between 32.5% and 63% of patients who had a stroke have a bias of subjective verticals.26–28 and a
meta-analysis reported that the mean estimation of the subjective visual vertical was significantly deviated in patients who had a stroke compared with healthy participants. The longitudinal body axis (LBA) could be perceived with a deviation towards the contralesional side after stroke. The estimation of subjective straight-ahead (SSA) could also be shown as deviated and/or uncertain, especially in patients after right stroke lesion with an unilateral spatial neglect (USN) which perceived SSA rotated towards the ipsilesional side. These misperceptions of spatial reference frames were found more frequently and/or with higher magnitude after right stroke lesion than left stroke lesion. This could be the consequence of a predominance of the right hemisphere in spatial cognition, as for USN, which is more frequent, severe and persistent after a right stroke lesion than a left one in right-handed subjects. Furthermore, patients with right stroke lesion were displaying greater postural (ie, WBA, body sway, lateropulsion) and balance disorders. Taking into account that the misperceptions of spatial reference frames such as the subjective (visual or postural) vertical and the LBA were found associated with body sway, and balance, the postural and balance disorders after stroke are strongly suspected to be influenced by spatial cognition disorders. Although considered by some authors as a potential strategy of compensation to ensure a better stability, the underlying mechanisms of WBA partly involve egocentric spatial reference frames.

**State of the art**
The rehabilitation of balance is a common goal for patients with stroke. Nowadays, few rehabilitations are considered as effective. Among these is task-oriented training, which involves practicing functional, specific and goal-centred tasks based on motor learning principles such as repetition, variability or feedback. Due to a potential representational origin to balance and postural disorders, using techniques which modulate spatial reference frames, such as prism adaptation (PA) the effect of which to USN is well known, could be relevant. In addition, PA would be suitable in patients with severe impairments or having deficits of attention and behavioural disorders.

PA is an intervention consisting in repetitive pointing tasks while the patient is wearing glasses shifting the optical axis towards the right. Under prism exposure, first pointing movements are deviated toward the right side as patients are not able to point at the target. These errors are compensated for once they are noticed and successive trials are performed. When subjects are asked to point straight-ahead after removal of prisms, a shift opposite to the prism deviation is observed, reflecting a ‘true’ adaptation also called sensorimotor after-effect. This individuals’ behaviour during PA could be explained by two successive mechanisms: A process of recalibration which is a compensatory response needed to modify the motor commands; then a spatial realignment needed to align conflicting visuomotor and proprioceptive-motor reference frames. Very interestingly, numerous studies in healthy subjects and brain-injured patients showed expansion of the sensorimotor after-effects of PA to unexposed sensory, motor and cognitive functions, such as spatial cognition. A ‘bottom-up’ processing of information from peripheral sensorimotor inputs to high-level cognitive centres bypassing the patient’s awareness may explain the expansion of sensorimotor after-effect to cognitive post-effects. The involvement of cerebello-parietal network in the sensorimotor after-effect and the ‘bottom-up’ activation of prefrontal and temporal areas for cognitive post-effects are strongly suspected. PA effects could vary according to neuroanatomical individual features. Patients with greater PA-induced cognitive effects on USN showed a significant contribution of undamaged hemisphere and interhemispheric connections.

Regarding postural and balance disorders, five studies have found a significant reduction in WBA (in sitting or standing position) after using PA with an optical deviation of 10 degrees towards the right in patients with acute or chronic right stroke lesion. However, only one of them assessed effects of PA on balance. Hugues et al have found an improvement of balance after PA in patients at chronic stage without USN jointly with a significant left shift of SSA, a significant reduction in WBA and lateropulsion. This study did not include a control group and the efficacy of PA on balance disorders after stroke is not yet evidenced. To our knowledge, one randomised controlled trial investigating the effects of PA on postural disorders in patients with a right stroke lesion is ongoing, and results are not yet published. This trial enrols patients with stroke at an acute or subacute stage and compares the effects of neck muscle vibrations, PA, conventional rehabilitation or both PA and neck muscle vibrations on WBA as primary outcome (register number: NCT01677091). To our knowledge, no study has investigated the effects of PA on balance compared with sham intervention in patients with a chronic right stroke.

**Objectives and hypothesis**
The aim of the present study is to investigate efficacy of 2 weeks of PA on balance as primary outcome, but also on postural disorders, autonomy and egocentric spatial reference frames (assessed by SSA and LBA) as secondary outcomes, compared with sham intervention on patients with right stroke at chronic stage. A secondary objective is to investigate the relationship between PA-induced changes on misperceptions of spatial reference frames and these on postural and balance disorders. We hypothesise that PA would improve the balance of patients with a right chronic stroke lesion jointly with a reduction in postural disorders, resulting from a ‘bottom-up’ effect of PA on egocentric spatial reference frames. Additional objectives are to determine brain lesions involved in misperceptions of spatial reference frames, postural and balance disorders; and to assess the...
relationship between brain lesions and PA-induced changes on performances.

**METHODS**

The protocol (sixth version from 12 December 2019) was developed using the Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials statement (online supplemental material).66

**Design**

This is a prospective multicentre randomised double-blind sham-controlled superiority trial conducted in three units of physical and rehabilitation medicine in France (Hospices Civils de Lyon; Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Grenoble-Alpes; Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Saint-Etienne). Participants will be randomised in two parallel groups: the experimental group will receive 10 daily sessions of PA while the control group will receive 10 daily sessions of sham intervention. In addition, all participants will receive conventional rehabilitation regardless of the allocation group.

**Participants and criteria of inclusion**

The inclusion criteria are: (1) being aged from 18 to 80 years; (2) having a first right unilateral supratentorial, ischaemic or haemorrhagic, stroke as defined by the WHO and diagnosed on the basis on both a clinical examination and a CT or MRI scan confirmation; (3) having had a stroke more than a year ago (time post-stroke ≥12 months); (4) being able to stand for at least 30 s with eyes open and with eyes closed; (5) having a bearing ≥60% of body weight on the non-paretic lower limb during a posturographic assessment in quiet static standing position with eyes open; and (6) signing an informed and free consent. Loading less than 40% of body weight on the paretic lower limb was suggested to be a target in rehabilitation, as reflecting a level of sensorimotor) and delayed (by expansion to unexposed functions) effects,45 52 62  the post-intervention assessments will be performed 2 hours after the last PA/sham session, and 3 and 7 days after D0. Following these 4 weeks in units of medical follow-up of the study duration for each participant will be of 3 months and 3 weeks (111 days). During the first week, patient characteristics at baseline will be collected and two pre-intervention assessments will be performed on two different days. Then, the randomisation will take place. A structural brain MRI will also be carried out preferably during the first week. During the second and third weeks, participants will receive PA or sham intervention according to their allocation group, 5 days per week. The day of the last session of PA/sham will be considered as ‘day 0’ (D0). In order to determine immediate (sensorimotor) and delayed (by expansion to unexposed functions) effects,45 52 62 the post-intervention assessments will be performed 2 hours after the last PA/sham session, and 3 and 7 days after D0. Following these 4 weeks in units of physical and rehabilitation medicine, participants will either be discharged from the hospital, or continue their hospital stay according to their clinical needs. Participants will also be assessed 1 and 3 months after D0, in order to assess potential sustained effects.

**Randomisation**

The randomisation will be stratified according to the centres and the presence of USN (yes/no) determined using the GEREN test battery (French Collaborative Study Group on Assessment of USN; see outcome part below).68 A computer-generated randomisation list with blocks and a 1:1 ratio will be used for group allocation (SAS V.9.3, SAS Institute). This list will be managed and stored by only two independent investigators (SB and LV) from outside the units where the study will take place. The list will be not accessible to any other investigators, staff members or patients. The randomisation will be performed after the completion of baseline and pre-intervention assessments. Because SB or LV will not be involved in any part of the screening, eligibility or inclusion of participants, the allocation will be concealed.

**Interventions**

The therapists in charge of PA/sham intervention will be trained before the opening of the centre. Only these therapists will be informed of the allocation group, neither the participant nor any staff member will be aware of it. The PA or sham interventions will be delivered in a room separated from other rehabilitation settings, and will be the same for the two groups. Apart from these having a high technical knowledge of PA, patients are not likely to identify which glasses are used. As patients frequently have cognitive deficits after stroke, their ability to discover the allocation group admitted in rehabilitation units or coming for their ongoing medical follow-up will be screened. Patients who volunteer to participate will then meet with a medical physician authorised by the study for an inclusion visit in order to formally check the inclusion/exclusion criteria and to collect their informed consent. The study duration for each participant will be of 3 months and 3 weeks (111 days). During the first week, patient characteristics at baseline will be collected and two pre-intervention assessments will be performed on two different days. Then, the randomisation will take place. A structural brain MRI will also be carried out preferably during the first week. During the second and third weeks, participants will receive PA or sham intervention according to their allocation group, 5 days per week. The day of the last session of PA/sham will be considered as ‘day 0’ (D0). In order to determine immediate (sensorimotor) and delayed (by expansion to unexposed functions) effects,45 52 62 the post-intervention assessments will be performed 2 hours after the last PA/sham session, and 3 and 7 days after D0. Following these 4 weeks in units of physical and rehabilitation medicine, participants will either be discharged from the hospital, or continue their hospital stay according to their clinical needs. Participants will also be assessed 1 and 3 months after D0, in order to assess potential sustained effects.

**Participants and criteria of inclusion**

The inclusion criteria are: (1) being aged from 18 to 80 years; (2) having a first right unilateral supratentorial, ischaemic or haemorrhagic, stroke as defined by the WHO and diagnosed on the basis on both a clinical examination and a CT or MRI scan confirmation; (3) having had a stroke more than a year ago (time post-stroke ≥12 months); (4) being able to stand for at least 30 s with eyes open and with eyes closed; (5) having a bearing ≥60% of body weight on the non-paretic lower limb during a posturographic assessment in quiet static standing position with eyes open; and (6) signing an informed and free consent. Loading less than 40% of body weight on the paretic lower limb was suggested to be a target in rehabilitation, as reflecting a level of sensorimotor) and delayed (by expansion to unexposed functions) effects,45 52 62  the post-intervention assessments will be performed 2 hours after the last PA/sham session, and 3 and 7 days after D0. Following these 4 weeks in units of physical and rehabilitation medicine, participants will either be discharged from the hospital, or continue their hospital stay according to their clinical needs. Participants will also be assessed 1 and 3 months after D0, in order to assess potential sustained effects.

**Randomisation**

The randomisation will be stratified according to the centres and the presence of USN (yes/no) determined using the GEREN test battery (French Collaborative Study Group on Assessment of USN; see outcome part below).68 A computer-generated randomisation list with blocks and a 1:1 ratio will be used for group allocation (SAS V.9.3, SAS Institute). This list will be managed and stored by only two independent investigators (SB and LV) from outside the units where the study will take place. The list will be not accessible to any other investigators, staff members or patients. The randomisation will be performed after the completion of baseline and pre-intervention assessments. Because SB or LV will not be involved in any part of the screening, eligibility or inclusion of participants, the allocation will be concealed.

**Interventions**

The therapists in charge of PA/sham intervention will be trained before the opening of the centre. Only these therapists will be informed of the allocation group, neither the participant nor any staff member will be aware of it. The PA or sham interventions will be delivered in a room separated from other rehabilitation settings, and will be the same for the two groups. Apart from these having a high technical knowledge of PA, patients are not likely to identify which glasses are used. As patients frequently have cognitive deficits after stroke, their ability to discover the allocation group admitted in rehabilitation units or coming for their ongoing medical follow-up will be screened. Patients who volunteer to participate will then meet with a medical physician authorised by the study for an inclusion visit in order to formally check the inclusion/exclusion criteria and to collect their informed consent. The study duration for each participant will be of 3 months and 3 weeks (111 days). During the first week, patient characteristics at baseline will be collected and two pre-intervention assessments will be performed on two different days. Then, the randomisation will take place. A structural brain MRI will also be carried out preferably during the first week. During the second and third weeks, participants will receive PA or sham intervention according to their allocation group, 5 days per week. The day of the last session of PA/sham will be considered as ‘day 0’ (D0). In order to determine immediate (sensorimotor) and delayed (by expansion to unexposed functions) effects,45 52 62 the post-intervention assessments will be performed 2 hours after the last PA/sham session, and 3 and 7 days after D0. Following these 4 weeks in units of physical and rehabilitation medicine, participants will either be discharged from the hospital, or continue their hospital stay according to their clinical needs. Participants will also be assessed 1 and 3 months after D0, in order to assess potential sustained effects.
appears very weak and we can therefore consider the patient blinding as sufficient.

No change of intervention group will be allowed. If this were to happen, the therapists should correct deviations for the remaining sessions. Intention-to-treat analyses will be primarily performed. In case of any medical event leading to a worsening of the patient’s health condition or that may modify his balance and/or
Prismatic glasses (A) and sham glasses (B). (A) A pair of prismatic glasses with an optical deviation of 10 degrees towards the right side; (B) a pair of sham glasses with a neutral optical deviation.

Sham intervention
The procedures and the modalities will be identical to those applied in the experimental group except for the glasses used. The device will be fitted out two prismatic lenses set up so as not to deviate the optical axis (figure 2). The sham glasses will look like prismatic glasses.

Conventional rehabilitation
In addition to PA or sham intervention, the participants will receive a conventional rehabilitation (physical therapy, occupational therapy or speech therapy) not exceeding 90 min on average per day. The content and the duration will be determined by the physician of the unit in charge of the participant according to the clinical needs and before the beginning of the study. Therapists in charge of the conventional rehabilitation should not know the allocation group of participants. Rehabilitations likely to modify spatial cognition such as biofeedback platform, virtual reality, other sensory interventions or constraint-induced therapy, will be proscribed during the duration of the study.

Outcomes
All assessors will be blinded to the allocation group and they cannot be in charge of conventional rehabilitation. Data extracted from medical records will be: age in years, sex, manual laterality measured using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, time post-stroke in days, the type (ischaemia or haemorrhage) and the location of the stroke lesion based on recent CT or MRI scans, medical history, the presence of an aphasia and lateral homonymous hemianopia and current medication. In addition, we will assess at baseline motor weakness but also spasticity, and superficial and deep sensibility of left body (online supplemental material). The presence of USN will be determined using GEREN tests. This battery of tests includes (1) a preliminary assessment of awareness, sensorial extinction and hemianopia, (2) an assessment of gaze orientation and personal neglect, (3) an assessment of extrapersonal neglect using paper and pencil tests (the bells test, figure copying, clock drawing, the line bisection, the overlapping figures test, a reading test and a writing test) and (4) a behavioural assessment of neglect and anosognosia using the Catherine Bergego Scale. Based on the cut-off defining normality or abnormality for each test, we will consider the presence of USN if at least one test is abnormal. Overall cognitive disorders will be measured using the Mini-Mental State Examination.

The duration and frequency of interventions during the first 4 weeks after inclusion, as well as the observance and compliance of patients to PA/sham sessions will be monitored. The summary of assessments at each time point is reported in table 1.

Primary outcome
Based on published results suggesting a significant positive effect 7 days after the last PA session, the primary outcome will be the balance measured at D+7 using the
Berg Balance Scale (BBS). Validated in patients with stroke, this scale comprises 14 items each scored from 0 to 4 and assesses the functional abilities of balance (the higher the score, the better the balance).

Secondary outcomes

The secondary outcomes will be: the balance assessed using the BBS at M+1 and M+3; postural disorders assessed at +2-hour, D+3, D+7, M+1 and M+3 (the mean mediolateral position of centre of pressure (COP; mm), the mean anteroposterior position of COP (mm), the sway area of COP (mm²), the SD of mediolateral position of COP, the SD of anteroposterior position of COP and body weight bearing on left and right lower limb (per cent of body weight) measured during a posturographic evaluation, but also lateropulsion measured using the Scale for Contraversive Pushing (SCP)); egocentric spatial reference frames measured at +2-hour, D+3, D+7, M+1 and M+3 using manual SSA, visual SSA, open-loop pointing (OLP) and LBA; and autonomy measured at D+7, M+1 and M+3 using the Barthel Index.

In standing static position, the posturographic assessment measures the spatial and temporal evolution of the COP by means of two separate force platforms, one under each foot, parallel and 14 cm spaced (Freetest 6, Technoconcept). Two trials will be performed with eyes opened and two others with eyes closed, each trial will be recorded for 30 s. The mean of two tests for each eye condition will be calculated. No human or technical help during measurements will be allowed. As its reliability is considered as acceptable, posturographic assessment is frequently implemented to assess postural disorders after stroke.

The SCP is composed of three parts and assesses: the symmetry of the spontaneous posture, the extension of the area of physical contact to the ground by using an arm or leg and the resistance to passive correction of posture to an upright position. Both standing and sitting positions are assessed and each contributes to 50% of the score of each part (between 0 and 2 points). On a total of 6 points, a participant with a score \( \leq 0.5 \) is considered as ‘upright’ while a participant with a score >0.5 is considered as having a lateropulsion. A contraversive pushing is considered if the score reaches at least 1 for each of three parts of SCP.

The SSA assessment will be performed in accordance with the method used in Rossetti et al and in Rode et al (figure 4). The SSA corresponds to the perception of the sagittal axis in the horizontal plan and thus in the egocentric peripersonal space. Seated in front of the device, the patient will indicate his/her subjective ‘straight-ahead’
direction by a pointing task with a finger of the right hand without visual input for manual SSA. For visual SSA, the patient is seating in the dark and will be asked to say when the luminescent diode moving in front of him/her is perceived in a ‘straight-ahead’ position. The manual SSA therefore reflects the proprioceptive modality while the visual SSA reflects the visual modality. For OLP, the patient will be asked to point with a finger of the right hand at the target drip-line as precisely as possible without time constraint. The pre-intervention and post-intervention test difference on OLP indicates the magnitude of the PA total effect. For each test, 10 trials will be performed.

The LBA corresponds to the patient’s representation of the personal egocentric space. Here, the procedure of LBA assessment is similar to the one used in Barra et al.30 38

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary of baseline, pre-intervention and post-intervention assessments at each time point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-intervention assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusion (D-18 to D-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical information</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor weakness</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasticity</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensibility</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia and hemianopia</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USN (GEREN tests)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global cognitive disorders</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance and postural disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg Balance Scale</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posturographic parameters</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale for Contraversive Pushing</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial reference frames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual straight-ahead</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual straight-ahead</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-loop pointing</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal body axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barthel Index</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain imagery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDM or MRI scan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observance/compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse events</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D, day; GEREN, French Collaborative Study Group on Assessment of Unilateral Spatial Neglect; H, hour; M, month; MRI, Magnetic resonance imaging; TDM, tomodensitometry; USN, unilateral spatial neglect.
Patients will be lying on an examination table in a total darkness with their head, trunk and lower limbs aligned by the assessor. The head and the lower limbs will be laterally constrained. Placed at approximately 25–30 cm above the patient, a device containing a fluorescent tube will be moved by the assessor from the extreme left or right position in the visual field towards the opposite extreme position at a slow speed. The tube is at the same height than the gaze of the patient. The head of the patient is still contained in the chin support limiting its inclination and rotation. The investigator asks the patient to say stop when the fluorescent tube reaches the position perceived as being ‘straight-ahead’. The angular deviation from the objective sagittal axis is also displayed by the device. For the open-loop pointing, the patient is still in total darkness and takes the initial position of manual SSA with his/her hand closer to his/her navel. The red luminescent diode is aligned with the objective sagittal axis of the patient. The investigator asks the patient to point in the direction of the red diode on the horizontal plane of the device with the forefinger of the right hand, and then to return to the initial position. For each test, 10 trials will be performed. For visual SSA, five trials will be performed with a departure position of the red diode on the right side of the patient and five others on the left side. SSA, subjective straight-ahead.

For SSA and LBA, the average deviation will be determined using the mean of 10 trials and the uncertainty in the estimate using the SD of 10 trials. By convention, a negative value indicates a deviation towards the left side and a positive value towards the right side.

The Barthel Index is a 10-item scale widely used to assess the functional independence in daily-living activities. A maximal score of 100 points indicates total independence. Its metrological properties are considered as good, which makes it relevant and appropriate to assess autonomy in patients with stroke.73

All participants will undergo a brain structural MRI scan. Lesions will be manually delineated on native-space T1-weighted images for each patient. T1-weighted images will be normalised to the template MNI152 using affine and diffeomorphic deformations74, 75 implemented in BCBtoolkit76 (http://www.toolkit.bcbiab.com). Finally, lesions will be manually drawn in the MNI space. Subsequently, lesions will be overlapped to highlight damaged areas using MRICron.77 A voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) analysis will be performed using the non-parametric rank-order Brunner-Munzel analysis with voxel-based permutation (1000; http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/npm/).77 The VLSM analysis will be run for the dependent continuous variable of interest and controlled for the overall lesion size. Only voxels damaged in at least 10% of patients will be included in the analysis. Results will be projected onto a high-resolution template in standard space. For atlas-based mapping of white matter disconnection, we will map the lesion from each patient onto tractography reconstructions of white matter pathways obtained from a group of healthy controls.78 We will quantify the severity of the disconnection by measuring the probability of the tract to be disconnected79 using the Tractotron software as part of the BCBtoolkit.76 In the resulting connectome map, the voxels will show the probability of disconnection from 0% to 100%. Statistical analyses (association with clinical disorders and PA-induced changes) will be performed on these maps using the ‘Randomise’ function implemented in FSL (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL), with 5000 random permutation tests and a Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement option. Results will be adjusted for family-wise error corrections for multiple comparisons. In accordance with the additional objectives, we will perform regressions between the grey and white matter brain damages and (i) misperceptions of spatial reference frames, postural and balance disorders; and (ii) the changes induced by PA on these outcomes.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics will be computed using count (percentage), mean±SD or median (IQR) as appropriate. We will compare baseline characteristics between groups using the Fisher’s exact test or the Pearson’s $\chi^2$ test for qualitative variables, and the independent t-test for continuous measures (or Mann-Whitney test if the hypothesis of normal distribution is rejected).
Unadjusted means and SEs will be estimated for the primary and secondary continuous outcomes at each time point. Then, we will build linear mixed-effect models with time as within-participant factor, group as between-participant factor and time by group interaction. The centres and USN will be included as covariates. Group, time and USN will be considered as fixed factors, while participants and centres as random factors (R package ‘nlme’). The group by time interaction will be examined as well as models including a random intercept only and a random intercept and slopes. The different models will be compared using Akaike and Bayesian information criterion and analysis of residuals. In case of significant effect, we will perform multiple comparisons adjusted using the Bonferroni-like method according to the objectives previously stated. When two pre-intervention assessments will have been done, the mean and the individual values of assessments will be used. Based on previous studies, we expect that the BBS variable will follow a normal distribution or a Poisson distribution, making necessary the use of a mixed generalised linear model. Otherwise, we could implement data transformations or non-parametric tests.

We will carry out intention-to-treat analyses. Missing data will be handled by mixed-effects models. For secondary outcomes, per-protocol analyses will be additionally computed. We will also perform sensitivity analyses using an analysis of covariance controlling for baseline values as fixed factor.80–82 Additional planned analyses are reported in online supplemental material.

The investigator in charge of analyses will be blinded to allocation group. All statistical analyses will be performed using R software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria; available in http://www.R-project.org/) with a p value ≤0.05 considered as statistically significant.

Sample size
According to the pilot study,62 we could postulate a within-group difference at D+7 of 4.83 points on BBS for the experimental group and of 2 points for the control group, with a pooled SD of change of 2. To our best knowledge, in patients after stroke at chronic stage, the minimal clinically important difference for BBS was never assessed while the minimal detectable change was estimated between 2.5 and 4.7 points.83–86 On the basis of these hypotheses, considering alpha risk of 0.05, a statistical power of 95%, and a bilateral test, we have to include 13 participants per group. To take into account potential lost to follow-up or dropping out before the primary outcome, one additional participant by group could be included. We could therefore include 28 participants.

Ethics and dissemination
Promoted by the Hospices Civils de Lyon, this study was approved by an institutional review board (‘Comité de protection des personnes Nord Ouest IV’; 2017-A01809-44) and registered on ClinicalTrials.gov. The procedure will be performed in respect of the Helsinki Declaration. Before inclusion, information relative to the study will be given to eligible participants. The participants agreeing to participate will sign a free and informed consent. Any potential important modification of protocol will be submitted to the institutional review board according to the French law. Procedures to collect and store patient data are in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation of European Union, and have been declared to the Commission nationale de l’informatique et des libertés (CNIL: French committee for data protection) in accordance with existing regulations in France. Patients will not have to support any cost related to their participation in the study. They remain free to discontinue their participation in the trial. All participants will receive conventional rehabilitation in accordance with current practices. The risk for participants is considered as low: PA is frequently used to treat USN and, to our knowledge no adverse event has ever been reported.

Information relative to data management and monitoring are reported in online supplemental material.

Patient and public involvement, and dissemination
The protocol presented herein was developed without patient or public involvement. Neither participants nor the public will not be involved in result analysis and their interpretation, as well as in the writing of the final manuscript. The results will be submitted to peer-reviewed journals relative to rehabilitation or stroke, as well as to international congresses, in order to disseminate findings and discuss the interest of PA in rehabilitation with researchers, healthcare givers and patients. Authorship eligibility will be based on the criteria of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. The full protocol (in French), the model consent form (in French), the data that will support the study results and the statistical code will be available from on reasonable request to the corresponding author and GR.

DISCUSSION
The interest of the study presented herein is to determine if PA could improve balance and postural disorders in patients with right stroke lesion at a chronic stage. By a bottom-up action from a sensorimotor representation level to a cognitive representation level, PA is likely to modify postural disorders related to misperceptions of spatial reference frames. The present study is a pragmatic trial focusing on balance as the primary outcome. Considered as a level of activity in the model of disability according to International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, balance is an essential concern for patients after stroke. The use of a multicentre randomised sham-controlled trial with blinding of assessors and patients and intention-to-treat analyses is consistent with international scientific standards to assess the efficacy of interventions.87

PA is thought to have many advantages: it is cheap and easy to implement with only one therapist; its use is safe as no adverse event has been reported although it is used...
in clinical practice to treat USN; it can be delivered to patients both in acute–subacute or chronic stage, with light or severe impairments, and to inpatients, outpatients and at home. In addition, as it does not require a high level of participation from patients, PA could be a relevant intervention in patients with severe attention deficits and could complement the range of existing interventions.

This trial also includes secondary explicative objectives which could contribute to improve the understanding of PA mechanisms, especially how the expansion of sensorimotor after-effects of PA on spatial references frames could improve balance. This could be of high relevance from a theoretical and pragmatic point of view. In addition, the neuroanatomical study could contribute to identify patients likely to be responders by highlighting neural networks likely to mediate effects of PA.
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